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SECOND HAND:

Extrupet s Germiston plant. The company got into the recycling game
recycling of discarded PET into food-grade plastic packaging for Woolworths.
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Taking discarded PET and turning it
into food-graderecycled PET is a leap forward
for the recycling industry which has
grown massively in the past decade but
not nearly as fast as our consumption.
In 2000, South Africa produced 50000
tons of waste PET and recycled just 1 000
tons. Ten years on, 30000 tons of PET are
being recycled annually.
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That s exactly what Extrupet
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started doing at its
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a
decade ago, and
pioneered the recycling of dis
carded PET into food-gradePET packaging
at the behest of Woolworths. Not only
is packaging made
with rPET more ecologically
sound and technologically
advanced, there is no compromise on food
safety says Zyda Rylands, Woolworths
food managing director
But anyone who s ever visited a landfill
site may not be that thrified about the idea
of what s cradling their sandwich having
come from a bunch of mucky bottles.
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